Now, I've already put forward many backand-forth statements regarding my shifting regard for DRM: in theory, in practice, in application. I've talked about the Zune Pass content licensing model -a locked-tight walled-garden DRM scheme I happen to accept, because I enjoy the benefits it grants me. We've all observed the gradual movement toward ePub, which can be DRM-locked or not, as a document format, and I've extolled the virtues of DRM'd ePub as implemented through Overdrive, enabling folks with eBook readers (except Kindles) to borrow eBooks from their local public libraries.
So let me stipulate, once again, that I've grown to feel the DRM, done right, is not the inherent evil that DRM done wrong so frequently appears to be. DRM done wrong gives all DRM a bad reputation and sets back the process of achieving what DRM done right makes possible. DRM done right will make possible (read: monetize) the portable digital content revolution that publishers and consumers both want.
Just remember: we're still figuring out how to do DRM right.
But back to Blio. And Ray Kurzweil. When you look a little closer at Blio, you find that it is a product of K-nfB Reading Technology Incorporated. Find their Website at http://knfbreader.com.
"KnfB" stands for "Kurzweil -national federation for the Blind." According to their Website, KnfB Reading Technology "…cre-ates products that revolutionize access to print for anyone who has difficulty seeing or reading print," including, "…the smallest text-to-speech reading devices in history, the knfbReaderMobile and the kReader Mobile."
Blio exemplifies the KnfB Reading Technology philosophy. Text-to-speech is embedded. Already on the Windows package, and pretty soon on iPhones and Android phones, Blio will read to you. This capability is provided in the name of accessibility.
But Blio as a software platform also includes (and extends) many of the jazzy extras that have become staples of the Kindle world as well. Highlight a word or phrase, right-click on it, and Blio offers to look up your high-lighted selection in the dictionary, thesaurus, online encyclopedia, or Web search engine. So what does this all add up to? Now here, Pelikan starts speculating -so take it with a shaker of salt -but I have the feeling there's a lot of torque -possibly -behind and beneath this software offering.
Blio's feature set is very rich. It promises to operate across many platforms. If KnfB follows through and makes Blio available for the iPhone, the iPad, and (perhaps most significantly), the Android platform, then we may be seeing the start of something very significant.
For the coming wave of iPad competitors will certainly be running either Android or an operating environment from Microsoft (we'll leave the Windows Phone 7 discussion for a later day, but we'll get there, I promise…). It is by no means a very great leap to imagine some simply wonderful next-generation devices, ranging from shirt-pocket sized, to multi-purpose tablet devices the size of the iPad or current eReaders such as the Kindle, the Sony Reader, or the nook, all the way to standard page-sized devices that embody the capabilities of the netbook, the eReader, and the phone (with webcam, for video conferencing sessions) all in a single, easy-to-carry package. Navigation will be by touches, finger taps, and flicks.
All of this takes as a given that we're slowly (or quickly) being drawn into the Cloud. Our content (whatever "our" means) may be elsewhere, but if we can get it from anywhere, on whichever of our several devices we happen to continued on page 18
Managing Our Collections ... from page 1 collections given the complexities of campus stakeholder preferences. Sensitivity to user needs and ability to deploy strong rationales for decision-making can help leaders navigate difficult choices.
This Against the Grain issue focuses on managing print collections, but the truth is that each of the profiled initiatives is fundamentally about library strategy and services. In an environment of constrained resources, libraries strive to serve user needs with new formats and innovative support roles, find mission alignment with their parent organizations / funding bodies, and avoid deviating from the vital shared value of preservation. Finding the right balance for print collections is imperative to planning a strategy for the library to meet user needs in a changing environment.
have at hand, and if our "desktop" and everything we've left there, comes with it -well, that'll be a bunch of steps further toward the kind of environment many have been envisioning for a long time.
So let's all take a look at Blio. Regard it not as an app that runs on a Windows machine, but recognize it as the next step toward a uniform, multi-platform environment that goes where you go -and that isn't necessarily or automatically run by either of those twin gorillas, Apple or Amazon.
Google's a pretty big gorilla too. And Microsoft -a fair-sized gorilla itself -hasn't died off -not by half.
So I guess we're in for quite a show here. For myself, I'm going to grab some popcorn, a root beer, and enjoy all that emerges… If we are indeed moving to the "Age of the App" where Internet users have to interact with content via some interface that is not a browser, this will have significant implications for publishers. While I am a big fan of publication-specific apps, such as Slate, the NY Times, the Wall St Journal, Wired and others, not every publisher -indeed most publishers -are not in a position to create and maintain such an app. They'd also have to modify the app for the iPad platform, the Android platform, the Blackberry platform, various e-readers, etc. Plus there are all the devices that may develop next year or three years from now and all the different device's software upgrades that go on continuously. A figure quoted frequently earlier this year during the American Association of Publishers/Professional Scholarly Publishing meeting was that a good custom-built app could cost upwards of $50,000, not counting the cost of the post-release support and tweaking. A publisher's $50,000 development investment might have a shelf life of 12-18 months because of upgrades to the platform operating system that require an app upgrade or complete redesign. If building one $50,000 application is on the verge of being too expensive for your organization, building three or four is simply not an option.
The cost alone would be a big impediment for many smaller publishers. An even more critical problem is that the publisher now has an application that works on selected devices but not on others, resulting in only partial penetration within the community for the publisher. The user is also affected by having to install (and possibly purchase) a different app for every publication and launch a new app when switching publications. Clicking on links within the publication can launch yet another app (or ironically, a Web browser window). The library community is further challenged by serving diverse communities only some of whom may access a portion of the licensed content.
Operating system changes, platform dependencies, and user demands for increased functionality have been problems since the advent of electronic publishing. But the World Wide Web's success, especially as an information distribution platform, was due to its ability to circumvent most of these issues and that ability was due to the underlying standards infrastructure. The era we seem to be entering is taking us back to those earlier problems, multiplied by a much larger variety of devices to support. In an App world, the only standards are the de facto proprietary platform standards used by each device. Although there is some advocacy for standards, such as EPUB for eBooks, most eBooks are still issued in the proprietary format of each e-reader usually wrapped by some form of DRM, or the EPUB formatted publication is overlaid with the publisher's navigation app. From a user perspective, interoperability is even more critical than ever, because few people have only one device and they need to be able to move their content between their smartphone and their laptop, or their PDA and their organization's file server. This is exactly the kind of interoperability that requires the use of common standards, not proprietary applications.
Smaller publishers will likely have to partner with aggregators to deliver their content, much as they did with pooling resources for Web-based distribution platforms like HighWire, Project Muse, or BioOne. As yet such aggregators have not launched device specific applications. For the moment only larger publishers are venturing into the app space, such as the American Institute of Physics with their iResearch iPhone App (http://scitation.aip.org/labs/10_15_ 09_iresearch_iphone_app) released last year or the nature Publishing and Public Library of Science (PLOS) (http://itunes.apple. com/us/app/plos-medicine/id362137769?mt=8) , each with multiple apps distributed through the iTunes store. Highlighting the underlying problem, though, is the fact that all of these applications are for the Apple iPhone or iPad, not for other platforms. Although OCLC has allowed its WorldCat data to be served up via third-party applications on a range of platforms, OCLC itself has also only developed for the Apple suite of products.
And where are libraries in this new app world? With ever-shrinking budgets, libraries can't afford to manage a digital collection with multiple proprietary versions of each content item and all the apps required to run them. If a library chooses (or is forced through budget constraints) to "standardize" on one or a few devices and platforms, they are then limiting the availability of content to what has been developed for those platforms. Just like smaller publishers, libraries will likely need to work with one or more aggregators to ensure access to all the desired content -when or if such aggregators are available at an affordable price. The preservation issues will also become even more complicated than they currently are in the browser-based environment, where libraries are still struggling with how to ensure preservation of content. As if preservation of digital content alone were not difficult enough, there is ample proof of how difficult
